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Magnor Electronic Pest Control Ltd. is Israel's leading manufacturer, supplier and 
installer of pest control systems. We specialize in urban pest control solutions, such as 
bats, mice, rodents and pigeons that are both humane and effective.

Operating since 2001, Magnor Electronic Pest Control Ltd. has led the way with 
innovative ideas, technologies and designs with the intention of changing the 
perspective on pest control by introducing a new approach, and offering new green 
methods of pest control products, which are harmless and scaring the pests away.

Magnor Electronic Pest Control Ltd. is the first Israeli company to work in the field of 
electronic pest control. We cooperate with governmental and civil institutions such as: 
military industries, food industries, telecommunications, computer industries, 
electrical infrastructure and the private sector.

Magnor Electronic Pest Control Ltd. is not only a manufacturer of pest control 
systems, but also have extensive field experience in succefully installing pest control 
systems with great success from satisfied customers.

Our web site provides a wealth of information regarding new technologies,
designs & ideas to solve your pest problem humanly & effectively.
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Our products have been successfully installed in military 
and civil facilities for a number of years. These include:

FUSE BOX-Rat Protection

                                   



Main Features:

Magnor's Fuse Box- rat protection is a unique revolutionary system for rats and 
mice control, preventing the damages causes by rodents such as mice and rats.

Rodents, such as rats and mice have a wide hearing range that includes high 
ultrasonic frequencies. The system creates a hostile zone, forcing them to escape 
from it. 

Magnor's Rat Control is a professional tool for preventing damages caused by rats 
and mice and is effective in solving rodent problems in general.

     

Fuse Box- rat protection

Produces an ultrasonic sound beam, which is effective for a 10 meter range with a 
180º sound beam.

Three built-in speakers with high sound quality of 24 bit.

Randomly frequency changes in range of 21-35 kHz controlled by a smart CPU.                 

14     sound patterns, changing randomly in accordance to sound reverberations and the 
activation mode of the unit.

Audio output power of 30-71db.

100% rodent free area.

Equipped with din rail mount for easy 
installation in standard fuse box and 
electrical cabinets.

Active ultrasonic sound system, produce 
random broadcast of 36 sound patterns in a 
Variable intensity, controlled and monitored 
by a smart CPU.

Equipped with 3 high quality sound speaker.

Equipped with 2 indication lights in the front 
of the unit.

Generates 3 way ultrasonic acoustic beam in 
efficient range of 10 meters. 
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